More than chemotaxis: a new anti-tumor DC vaccine modified by rAAV2-SLC.
Secondary lymphoid tissue chemokine (SLC) is strongly expressed in secondary lymphoid organs. Its ability to facilitate chemotaxis of both dendritic cells (DC) and T cells makes it a promising candidate for cancer therapy. In this study, we modified a BMDC vaccine by incorporating the SLC mature peptide gene. The efficacy of this vaccine was evaluated using a mouse hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) model, with rAAV2 as the gene delivery vector. The rAAV2 encoding SLC (rAAV2-SLC) transfected immature BMDCs at high efficiency and the anti-tumor effects of SLC gene modified BMDCs (rAAV2-SLC/BMDC) were evaluated. In addition, rAAV2-SLC/BMDC vaccine injected directly into tumors attracted more CD4(+) and CD8(+) T lymphocytes into tumors and showed stronger anti-tumor effects than footpad delivery. Moreover, we found that the phenotypic expression of MHC II, the secretion of IL-12 and IFN-gamma, and T cell stimulation were increased in vitro following treatment with rAAV2-SLC/BMDC vaccine and these responses were inhibited by PTX. In vivo, PTX also inhibited the anti-tumor effects of the vaccine. The results suggest that the expression of SLC by rAAV2-SLC/BMDC plays more than a chemotactic role in anti-tumor responses, thus these studies further demonstrate that SLC has potential to be valuable in cancer therapy.